MANIFESTO

I, Nuton Megu(160110057), contesting for the post of Hostel 10 Film and media secretary, if elected propose to do the following

FILM GC
- Will take help from Silverscreen to conduct workshops for DSLR handling, film editing, etc.
- Will make sure to publicise all the events through facebook, posters, mail, etc.
- Will ensure participation of all those who are interested in not just competing but also in learning.
- Will ensure the deadlines are followed strictly.
- Will make sure that the rules of GC are properly implemented
- Will conduct meets for brainstorming and discussions.

INITIATIVES AND FOLLOW UPS
- Encourage people to participate in institute level film making competitions.
- Will create a youtube channel exclusively for Hostel 10.
- Will make sure that the filming equipments are proper and well maintained.
- Update database about actors, editors and script writers.
- Will publicise FILM GC by conducting photoshoots of the girls and posting them on facebook.
- Will organise Photowalks to publicise Film and Media.
- Will make sure to mentor the freshmen so that they develop an interest in Film and Media.

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER
- Will support and cooperate in all hostel events like valfi, PAF, Tea party, etc.
- Will support other secretaries in their GCs.
- Will organise photoshoots and games during events like Tea Party and Hostel Fest.
- Will coordinate with the Institute Film Secretary to get regular updates regarding GC rules and workshops and inform the hostel inmates about the same well in advance.

CREDENTIALS
- Participated in Freshiezza as an editor and secured 2nd position.
- Participated in Freshiezza as an actor and secured 3rd position.
- Organiser for Competitions in Mood Indigo 2016.
- Mentored a band for music orientation.
- Performed in a band for music club orientation and appreciated for Stage Presence.